Tutorial for the interconnection
between UIView and Multipsk via
comOcom
Any operator who used UIView with AGWPE can tell
you that it’s not perform as to decode APRS frames.
While Multipsk is Rubbish performance. A reading
help using the software Multipsk, I have seen it ‘s
possible to interconnect with UIView

Extract the file help using Multipsk
the button "KISS" allows operation in KISS mode through the serial port is selected in the configuration screen, or the TCP / IP (see TCP / IP). In this context, Multipsk
as TNC, is controlled by any client program Packet (BBS or other) or APRS (like UI-VIEW).
The serial link between the client program (eg UI-VIEW) and Multipsk can be done in two ways:
either through a cable "null modem" between two PCs, each PC that hosts one of two programs,
or via a virtual null-modem that connects two virtual serial ports. To create the link and the virtual serial ports can be used, for example, the freeware "com0com"
download at the following Internet address: http://sourceforge.net/projects/com0com/ (Information http://com0com . sourceforge.net /)
Do not forget to rename the ports and CNCA0 CNCB0 in COM2 and COM3 (for instance), with C: \ Com0com \ setupc.exe, for they appear on Multipsk and UI-VIEW.
COM2 will be selected in the menu Multipsk "Serial port for KISS" in the configuration screen (see serial port for GPS or KISS mode) and COM3 on UI-VIEW.
Note for information: there is another program to virtual serial ports whose name is 'VSPE' which was created by Eterlogic program (not tested).
KISS Mode Packet allows a connection between the two programs, in both directions (RX / TX).
Multipsk has the communication parameters:
9600 baud, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity.
These parameters must be provided to the client program (UI-VIEW for example).
It is recalled that Multipsk can alternatively receive frames KISS by TCP / IP connection to the system JNOS ("http://www.langelaar.net/projects/jnos2"), for example.
To use the opportunity to TCP / IP, you must click on the "KISS through TCP / IP". It is located in the box "Other" available by clicking the "Options" button that opens
the window "Packet parameters". It should, moreover, that the button "KISS" is pushed.
Only orders 0 (data) and 255 (Abandonment) are managed by Multipsk.
Since there is only one channel transmit / receive managed, only the port number 0 is considered. The other ports are not considered.
In accordance with the protocol Packet, only 7 frames in the same transmission. So an eighth frame would not be considered. It is not advisable to send seven frames
in a single packet transmission (this could be very productive against). In all cases, APRS, must be limited to a frame transmission.
There is a Word document in English which aims to show from screen shots how to make transmissions PAX or PAX2 in APRS with UI-VIEW. This document is available
from my site "http://f6cte.free.fr/PAX_APRS_with_UI-VIEW_through_Multipsk_easy.doc" (copy and paste this address into the address field of Internet Explorer (or
equivalent)). This can be useful for the Packet with UI-VIEW is the same as it prnincipe.
- Button "APRS" (radio-location), see Description of APRS commands (in PACKET, PAX/PAX2 or FAE ("141A"))

After installing comOcom, a consultation of the device driver to control the
presence of the emulator serial ports

Launch the app it comOcom, it start in DOS mode

Enter the command below and confirm

The report confirms CNCB1 CNCA1 and validation of the order
and the creation of the Com ports

Thereafter, Windows installs the new COM port with assistant’s
installation, confirm the following and then click “next”

Continue manual installation as follows click out "Do not search I
will choose the driver to install" then click “next"

Click comOcom then click "Next"

installation ends on the first COM port you need to do the same
to the Second

After installation completed, we can see the link appear between
COM2 and COM3 then move to Multipsk

At the start of Multipsk, we are on desktop configuration . On
the Serial Port option, select«COM2 detected"

In UI-View go to the Setup menu and then Comms Setup

Select mode Host mode out "KISS"
and then, make sure the parameters are consistent with
Multipsk, COM Port 3 and above

Baud rate : 9600
Parity : none
Data bits : 8
Stop bits : 1

In Multipsk, select Packet+APRS mode
and then clic on KISS mode

Once a frame is decoded,
it will download, this said than
will be passed to UI-View and UI-View
mode as Digipeater return to the
Multipsk in TX

This system works for several weeks in standalone mode to the
station without fail.
Warning, do not forget to set the COM ports on the two software, Multipsk
freeze if UI-View is not set to COM3.

Special thanks to Patrick F6CTE for soft Multipsk and for his
patience in the case mentioned just above
download links for different software
F6CTE Multipsk : http://f6cte.free.fr
UI-View32 : http://www.ui-view.org/
AGWPE : http://www.sv2agw.com/downloads/default.htm
comOcom : http://sourceforge.net/projects/com0com/
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and see you soon on aprs.fi

